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In the traditional neoclassical ordering for stellarators, mono-energetic transport coefficients are evaluated
using the simplified Lorentz form of the pitch-angle collision operator which violates momentum conservation.
In this paper, the parallel momentum balance with radial parallel momentum transport and viscosity terms is
analysed, in particular with respect to the radial electric field. Next, the impact of momentum conservation in the
stellarator lmfp-regime is estimated for the radial transport and the parallel electric conductivity. Two different
momentum correction techniques are described based on mono-energetic transport coefficients calulated by
the DKES code [W.I. van Rij and S.P. Hirshman, Phys. Fluids B 1, 563 (1989)]. The benchmarking of the
parallel electric conductivity and of the bootstrap current is presented for a tokamak as well as for two W7-X
stellarator configurations [G. Grieger et al., Phys. Fluids B 4, 2081 (1992)]. Finally, the impact of the momentum
correction on the expected total bootstrap current is briefly analysed for two W7-X scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

For stellarators, the computations of even mono-energetic neoclassical transport coefficients are rather time consuming in the
lmfp-regime. Several numerical tools are available: DKES [1, 2], which is based on the Fourier-Legendre expansion of the lin-
earised drift-kinetic equation, and quite different Monte Carlo techniques; see Refs. [3–7]. All these codes have been extensively
benchmarked within the International Collaboration on Neoclassical Transport in Stellarators for all stellarator configurations
of interest; see Ref. [8]. The treatment of the linearised collision operator with momentum conservation, however, would re-
quire the solution of the drift kinetic equation in 4D-phase space instead of the 3D mono-energetic solution. Consequently,
momentum correction techniques based on the mono-energetic transport coefficients become very attractive. Both techniques
described in this paper are based on databases of the three mono-energetic transport coefficients, determined with respect to
radius, collisionality and radial electric field for each magnetic configuration precalculated by the DKES code.

The moment equation approach is a traditional technique for calculating the neoclassical transport in tokamaks [9, 10]. From
the drift kinetic equation, the parallel particle and heat viscosities are estimated depending on the plasma flows which are defined
by the parallel momentum and heat balances. By the flux-friction relations, the radial particle and heat fluxes are related to the
thermodynamic forces, i.e. the gradients. Since the parallel viscosities are a symmetric moment of the distribution function
with respect to ��� , a simplified collision term can be used for the estimation of these quantities without affecting the momentum
conservation, which is important for the parallel flows. The viscosity coefficients have been estimated analytically for the
different transport regimes in tokamaks. The moment equation approach has also been applied to stellarators [11]. For general
stellarator configurations, however, the parallel flows have been estimated only in limiting cases, for example in the collisionless
limit where the bootstrap current density is independent of the radial electric field.

Taguchi [12] extended the moment equation approach to a momentum correction technique for general stellarator configura-
tions; for a nearly equivalent technique see Refs. [13, 14]. Both methods use the mono-energetic transport coefficients calculated
from the drift kinetic equation with a simple pitch-angle collision term without momentum conservation instead of viscosity co-
efficients for the different collisionality regimes. Furthermore, the radial electric field is included in both approaches with the
approximation of an incompressible ����� flow. These techniques are extremely attractive since a very complex stellarator ge-
ometry, i.e. a broad 	�
� Fourier spectrum in Boozer coordinates, can be treated by the numerical tools used for the calculation
of the mono-energetic transport coefficients, but the complexity of 	 has no effect on the momentum correction itself. These
moment equation methods allow also for the correction of the radial particle and heat fluxes. In Ref. [12], the Sonine (associated
Laguerre) expansion of the distribution function and linearised collision operator included only the first two polynomials and the
moments were defined with brevity of notation in mind. In the generalisation of Taguchi’s approach described here in Sec. V,
the moments are redefined which, as in the Sugama-Nishimura formalism [13, 14], leads to intrinsic ambipolarity of the particle
fluxes for axisymmetric tokamaks at each order of expansion (as shown in Appendix B). In this respect, the generalisation of
[12] described here is different than what used in [14] and it is therefore possible that its convergence properties will also be
different (this is currently undergoing investigation).

An additional “direct” momentum correction technique as described in Sec. IV is based also on the mono-energetic transport
coefficients, but can be applied only to the parallel flows. This technique is in one sense the generalisation of the classical
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Spitzer problem [15] based on the first Legendre moment of the full linearised collision operator. Here, a system of integro-
differential equations with respect to the velocity is solved which is coupled for all particle species. In general, this approach
can be also applied for electron cyclotron (ECCD) and neutral beam (NBCD) current drive calculations based on the adjoint
approach [16, 17].

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, the simplified linearised drift kinetic equation and the mono-energetic transport
coefficients are defined. Then, the mono-energetic parallel momentum balances are analysed, in particular the parallel momen-
tum transport coefficient dependent on the radial electric field is discussed. Special attention is given to large radial electric
fields for which the banana orbits and, consequently, the parallel viscosity disappear in tokamaks. Results are shown both for a
tokamak and a W7-X configuration. Furthermore, the impact of parallel flows on the radial transport is analysed. In particular
for the stellarator lmfp transport, it is shown that this impact is negligible. Sec. III derives analytically the Spitzer problem in the
collisionless asymptotic limit from the linearised drift kinetic equation following Refs. [16, 17]. In this limit it is shown that the
parallel viscosity can be reformulated as the friction of passing and trapped particles.

Sec. IV describes the “direct” momentum correction technique, which is rather equivalent to a generalised Spitzer problem.
In Sec. V, the extension of Taguchi’s momentum correction technique is described and the equations for the parallel flow
moments and the correction terms for the radial transport are given. In Sec. VI, the benchmarking of both momentum correction
techniques for the parallel electric conductivity and the bootstrap current density is described both for a tokamak and two
W7-X configurations with a low and a high toroidal mirror term. For the tokamak examples, additional models are included
in the benchmarking. Since momentum correction can increase or decrease the bootstrap current depending on the density
and temperature gradients, the total bootstrap currents with and without momentum correction are calculated for both W7-X
configurations using a predictive transport code [18]; these results are described in Sec. VII. The W7-X stellarator, which has no
ohmic transformer, relies on the compensation of the minimised bootstrap current (which is one of the optimisation criteria) by
ECCD to guarantee control of the edge configuration and proper operation of its island divertor. This aspect leads to the request
of fairly accurate predictions both of the bootstrap current and the ECCD. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in Sec.
VIII.

II. MONO-ENERGETIC TREATMENT

The starting point is the drift-kinetic equation (DKE) which is linearised with respect to the 1st-order distribution function
defined as the (small) deviation from the 0th-order (unshifted) Maxwellian, ��� , with the density, ������� , the electrostatic potential,� ����� , and the temperature, ������� , assumed to be constant on flux-surfaces. The 1st-order DKE becomes inhomogeneous with a
radial driving force, ���� �"!� ( � being the radius, �� the radial component of the #%$ -drift velocity and �&!� the radial derivative
of the Maxwellian with total energy conserved), and with a parallel driving force, '�(*)+$,�-� ; see e.g. Ref. [1]. Splitting this
DKE with respect to the driving forces leads to two 1st-order distribution functions, . and / , where . is related to �0��-�1!�
(symmetric in (�) ) and / to (2)3$,�-� . The Vlasov operator couples symmetric and asymmetric terms; consequently, . ( / ) has
also asymmetric (symmetric) contributions.

In order to solve the 1st-order DKE, the derivatives of . and / with respect to the radius, � , and the absolute velocity, ( , are
assumed to be negligible with respect to the corresponding derivatives of the Maxwellian. In addition, the collision operator
is simplified by the Lorentz form of the pitch-angle collision term which violates like-particle momentum conservation. This
approach allows for an independent solution for each particle species, 4 . Here, the species index 4 is dropped only for the
mono-energetic treatment presented in this Section. Finally, the component of the 56$ -drift within the flux surface is omitted,
and the incompressible approximation, 798;:1<2=�$%>@? where =BACADAE? is the flux-surface average, is used for the 798;: -drift which is
not reliable at large radial electric fields [19]. This approach offers the important advantage that ��:98%50$&��FG7 may be neglected
in both acceleration terms, �H and �( (HJI (3)K<L( is the pitch), allowing a conservative formulation in which �(�MON . With these
approximations, � and ( are only parameters in this local and mono-energetic DKE. The 1st-order distribution functions are now
split in two portions

. I .QP�RS. > and / I /TPURV/ > (1)

where .WP and /XP are the solutions of the simplified DKE without momentum conservationY �Z. P �U�\[X]^�_. P � I ������` P R,a > ` > �2� � and
Y �b/ P � �V[X]c��/ P � I,H (ed*`cfg� �0h (2)

with the normalised velocity, a I (i<j(�k�l , and with the normalised magnetic field strength, d I $%<�$�m , where for $^m the��n h �o� I ��N h NT� Fourier mode of $ in Boozer co-ordinates is used. The radial component of the #%$ -drift is given by

�� I � p9qeR H >$ f a > ��:O8r56$%� FQ5��jA
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In eq. (1), s�t and uQt represent the result of the momentum correction techniques (only the v@wyx Legendre term of the flux-surface-
averaged corrections are used; see below). The thermodynamic forces z|{ for the particle species } are defined by

z�~���� �� �9� ���� ���� � ���� z t � � �� and zc�c� �� �_�����1��_� t � �c�Q�
(3)

where the prime represents the raidal derivative (the notation being nearly equivalent to [2]). � is the (local and mono-energetic)
Vlasov operator

�J���W���� ��� ������_� t � � �W¡"¢ � � v � � t� � t �£�W¡6�¥¤¤ � (4)

where
� � � ¡\¦ is the radial electric field, and

¡&¢
the gradient within the flux surface. In eq. (2), § is the Lorentz form of the

pitch-angle collision operator

§¨� v� ¤¤ �ª© v � � t@«
¤¤ � � (5)

and ¬ © � « the collision frequency. For the treatment of the mono-energetic transport coefficients, both the thermodynamic forces
and the Maxwellian are dropped in the following by introducing the definitions s ~ �®s ~ © z ~

�,¯ t z°t «i±-² and u ~ � u ~ z � ±-² .
The DKES code [1, 2] is used to solve eq.(2). DKES (Drift Kinetic Equation Solver) is based on a Fourier-Legendre expansion

of the 1st-order distribution functions, sQ~ and uT~ , with respect to the poloidal and toroidal angles (in magnetic co-ordinates) and
the pitch, � � ��³µ´j� . For DKES, the magnetic configuration is described by the 2D-Fourier spectrum in Boozer co-ordinates for
each flux surface. The stellarator free-boundary 3D-equilibria are calculated with the VMEC code [20] and the Fourier spectrum
in Boozer co-ordinates with the JMC code [21]. The W7X examples of this paper are current-free vacuum configurations
(see [8]). The (traditional) mono-energetic transport coefficients calulated by DKES are defined by the following moments
with ¶ z¸· �º¹ ~» ~ � z �i¼ �^´ � : ½;~¾~��¿¶µÀÁ sW~¾· is the particle diffusion coefficient, ½Â�K~|� � ¶ Ã � sQ~¾· the bootstrap current coefficient,½ ~B� �O¶KÀÁ u ~ · the Ware pinch coefficent, and ½ �G� � � ¶ Ã � u ~ · the electric conductivity coefficient. Onsager symmetry leads to
the relation ½1�K~¸� � ½;~Ä� .

A. Parallel momentum balances

The parallel mono-energetic momentum balances are obtained by multiplying the DKE (2) by � Ã , taking the flux-surface
average and performing the pitch integration. For completeness, the radial component of the Vlasov operator is taken into
account. With the notational abbreviation ÅÆ ~¸� © sW~ � uT~ « , this leads to

vÇ � ¼¼ Á Ç �@È Ã"ÀÁ � ÅÆ ~3É � �� � È �£�W¡£ÊDË ÃÍÌ t © � « Å
Æ ~3É

� v�_� t � È ©
�£��� « �W¡ Ã � ÅÆ ~ É � ¬ È Ã � ÅÆ ~ É � Î~� � � Ã t �

(6)

where
Ç

is the volume and Ì t © � « � © � � t � v « ´
�

is the Legendre polynomial of degree 2. The 1st term in this parallel momentum
balance describes the radial transport of parallel momentum which, in general, is ignored in the traditional neoclassical theory
(see e.g. the review [22]). In an axisymmetric configuration (with circular or elliptical cross section) with � � � Î , the wyÏ �ÑÐ
part of s ~ (symmetric in � ) leads to the particle transport whereas the ÒÔÓ�w Ð part (asymmetric in � ) finally leads to the bootstrap
current coefficient. This separation is broken at larger �c� : the wyÏ �ÑÐ component of sW~ has also asymmetric contributions leading
to radial transport of parallel momentum.

The parallel momentum transport coefficients in mono-energetic form, ¶GÃ�ÀÁ � ÅÆ ~ · , are estimated with a new extended version
of DKES. In Fig. 1, the mono-energetic ½%Õ@~Ö�×¶GÃ|ÀÁ � sQ~¾· (normalised to the particle transport coefficient ½Ø~G~Ø�×¶+ÀÁ sQ~¾· ) and½�ÕÙ�6�¥¶GÃ|ÀÁ � uT~G· (normalised to the Ware pinch coefficient ½Ø~B�\�¥¶�ÀÁ uT~¾· ) are shown for rather large �°� normalised to the
toroidal resonance value, �%Ú� � ��� ´ �ªÛ�ÜÞÝ� with ��Û�ÜÞÝ� �àßáZâ¾ã � �c� where ßá is the rotational transform and âµã � Á ´jä � where ä � is
the major radius, for a tokamak configuration (on the left) and for a W7-X configuration at half the plasma radius (on the right).
The value of the collisionality, ¬ Ú ��¬ ä"´ ßá � , places these results in the lmfp-regime.

For an axisymmetric configuration where both ½ ~¾~ and ½ ~Ä� are independent of � � (strictly for � Ú�Öå v ), ½ Õ@~ ´ ½ ~G~ slightly
exceeds ½ ÕÙ� ´ ½ ~Ä� , and both terms scale linearly in �1Ú� . For �%Ú�çæ v , all these radial transport coefficients ( ½ ~¾~ , ½ Õy~ , ½ �µ~
and ½�ÕÙ� ) are strongly reduced. For stellarators, the situation is fairly equivalent. For the large � Ú� , the stellarator specific
lmfp-regimes for radial transport, i.e. the v ´ ¬ -, the è ¬ - and the ¬ -regime, are strongly suppressed. The radial transport in
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FIG. 1: (colour online) Mono-energetic parallel momentum transport coefficients, é°ê@ëGìÙé�ëÞë (open circle) and é�êµíÔìyé�ë�í (full square), vs. the
normalised radial electric field, î^ïð , for a tokamak with circular cross-section ( ñGòÑóVô�õ÷ö and øXï�óùö@õ úüûÄöKô�ýiþ on the left) and for the “standard”
W7-X configuration at half the plasma radius ( ñ ò ó,ô�õ ôyÿ�� and ø ï ó���õ �ûLöµô ýXþ on the right).

these stellarator regimes is dominated by the large symmetric component of
����

for 	�
���� , which does not contribute to the
parallel momentum transport. (For 	 
��� � , helical resonances equivalent to the toroidal one appear, and the radial transport
coefficients disappear only for 	�
����� .) For the W7-X example of Fig. 1, the momentum transport coefficient ��� � changes
sign for 	 
������� � (inward transport).

Neglecting the parallel momentum transport (1st term) in eq. (6), the momentum balance within the flux surface is analysed.
The 2nd term is the mono-energetic form of the parallel viscosity, and the 3rd term is the perpendicular viscosity driven by the "!$#

flow. The parallel viscosity is related to the pressure anisotropy (reflected by the %'&�(*),+ moment of the 1st order distribution
functions,

����
and

�- � ). The perpendicular viscosity, however, is related to the parallel flow (the
 .!/#

term in the Vlasov operator
is symmetric with respect to ) ). For both momentum balance equations (6), the flows driven by the radial (

��0�
) and parallel (

�- � )
thermodynamic forces, given by 132546) �� �87 and 192546) �- �57 , must be balanced by both viscosities. The inhomogeneous part of

�- �
corresponding to the collisional limit where both viscosities vanish, is eliminated in the representation of Figs. 2 and 3 (on the
right). The mono-energetic parallel conductivity �;:5:"<=132546) �- �57 is used to define the effective circulating (passing) particle
fraction,

�?>A@B < �DC �?>A@E <GF6H?� :5:JI � 101 ELK ; see Section IV. In the collisionless limit, HNM � , �O>A@E < � E where
� E is the

(standard) trapped particle fraction defined below in eq. (12) whereas
�P>A@E < � in the collisional limit, HQMSR . Both limits are

independent of the particle species.
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FIG. 2: (colour online) Parallel (open circle) and perpendicular (full square) viscosities as well as the parallel transport coefficients (dots
connected by line) vs. the normalised radial electric field, î ïð , for a tokamak with circular cross-section ( ñ ò óJôQõ ö and ø ï ó öyõ ú�ûLöµô ýXþ ). On
the left, for TU ë and on the right, for TV ë .

As an example, Fig. 2 shows all contributions (except the radial momentum transport) to the mono-energetic momentum
balances (6) for

�� �
(on the left) and for

�- � (on the right) for a tokamak. �;: � as well as both viscosities are normalised to
the collisionless limit of a large-aspect-ratio tokamak with circular cross section, �Q: � < � � E 1 ELK I FXW BZY[]\ E for \ E  � with� E_^ � � `6a6b \ E and W B <dcfe9g Ifh . For 	 
� i� , the perpendicular

�� �
-viscosity is negligible and the parallel flow corresponding

to the bootstrap current, which is related to the � : � coefficient, is balanced only by the parallel
����

-viscosity. At 	 
� close to 1,
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both jk�l -viscous terms become very large, but nearly compensate each other, and for mQno�prq all three terms in the momentum
balance strongly decrease with m o . A rather similar feature is found for the js l -momentum balance (on the right), but the js l -
viscous terms at m�no;t q are much less than in the case of jk l (

kfu'vdw�x y{zX|
for the collisionless limit). For the large m�no p}q , the

trapped particles, i.e. the banana orbits, disappear and, consequently, the viscous damping effects are suppressed. Exactly this
feature does not exist in stellarators (see below).

lxmaass.  maass             00000001                  24.07.08  13:07:59
                                                                        

FIG. 3: (colour online) Parallel (open circle) and perpendicular (full square) viscosities as well as the parallel transport coefficients (dots
conneted by line) vs. the normalised radial electric field, ~��� , for the “standard” W7-X configuration at half the plasma radius ( �5�����X� ����� and� � ����� �?�����X��� ). On the left, for ���� and on the right, for �� � .

Again, the situation is rather similar for the W7-X configuration for m�no�� q ; see Fig. 3. The significantly reduced jk�l -viscosity
terms as well as the normalised ��� l (on the left) reflect the W7-X optimisation criterion of minimised bootstrap current for smallm�no (more than an order of magnitude smaller then in the equivalent axisymmetric configuration for this example). For mQno pdq ,
the toroidal resonance effects disappear and the helical effects dominate (the helical � q0��q�� resonance is about

zP� m� ¢¡¤£o ), with the� � l coefficient becoming negative. For the js l -momentum balance, the perpendicular viscosity is significantly smaller than in
the tokamak case in this m�no range. As the main difference, however, the parallel viscosity as well as the effective trapped particle
fraction,

k ¡A¥u (small circles and solid line), even increase for m�no p¦q (
kfu§v¨w�x y6©0ª

for the collisionless limit). In 3D stellarator
configurations, trapped particles effects cannot be suppressed and dominate the parallel viscous damping of the flows within the
flux surface (see also Sec. III).

These results lead to a strong restriction for the radial electric field: only for m�no¬« q , does the radial transport of parallel
momentum remain negligible. This restriction is stronger than the one related to the validity of the incompressible ¯®.°
approximation; see [19]. Furthermore, the perpendicular viscosity (related to the ¨®±° flow) can be ignored for mQno�« q . For
these conditions, there is no principal difference between tokamaks and stellarators (in a co-ordinate system at rest): trapped
particle effects dominate the viscous damping of the parallel flows.

B. Radial transport

Here, the impact of momentum correction on the radial transport is analysed. For a tokamak, the radial transport and the
friction are connected due to the relation (which is absent in non-symmetric stellarator configurations [23])

°¨²0³¬´ v}µ�¶·X¸ u �L°=®�³¹´ � ²0³�º x (7)

Using this tokamak relation and multiplying the DKE (2) by »½¼X¾ leads to a slightly different form of the momentum balance of
eqs. (6), the radial momentum transport term as well as the perpendicular viscosity term are omitted here.¿ » ¾PÀ ��ÁÂ l � µ » ¾OÃ �ÄÁÂ l �6Å v}µ?ÆÈÇ

¶·�¸ uÉ ¿XÊºËÁÂ l ÅOÌÎÍ ¿ » ¾ ÁÂ l Å v
wÏ� É

Neglecting finite aspect ratio effects ( ¸ u « q ), a relation between the parallel viscosity and the radial flux is obtained by
comparison with eqs. (6), É Ï

´9Ð
¿ °}²0³¨ÑÓÒP¾�Ô Ï �*» � ÁÂ l Å t Æ Ç ¶·X¸ u ¿ÕÊºËÁÂ l Å x
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Taking also the Onsager symmetry into consideration, all transport coefficients, i.e. the radial transport, the bootstrap current
and the parallel conductivity coefficients, are linked together via the flux-friction relations; see e.g. [10]. These relations hold
also for a momentum conserving collision operator; see e.g. [24]. Consequently, the impact of momentum conservation on the
parallel flows (bootstrap and conductivity) affects also the radial fluxes in tokamaks.

In the stellarator lmfp-regimes, the situation is completly different. Here, the ripple-trapped particles dominate the radial
transport, and their distribution function is nearly symmetric allowing for a bounce-averaged formulation of the DKE for cal-
culating the radial transport; see e.g. [25, 26]. In the lmfp-regime, the parallel viscosity evaluated for Ö×0Ø is proportional to ÙÛÚ
(see eqs.(6)) and only weakly dependent on Ü3Ý . Although this term is also determined by the symmetric component of Ö× Ø , the
large Þ Ø8Ø�ßáà,âã Ö× Ø�ä has a quite different dependence on Ù,Ú and ÜPÝ , e.g. in the å�æ�Ù - and the ç Ù -regimes. If any distribution
function is split into a slow and a fast time scale with respect to bounce-averaging, the slow part determines Þ Ø8Ø [25], but does
not contribute to the parallel viscosity. This can be shown [11] by formulating the flux-surface averaging as bounce-averaging
for the ripple-trapped particles, and the slow contribution vanishes due to the èêéìë¹í term (this is different from è}î�ë¹í in

âã ).
Consequently, the impact of momentum conservation on the radial transport in the stellarator lmfp-regime is negligible. At high
collisionalities, however, the impact of the ripple-trapped particles on the radial transport becomes negligible, and momentum
correction techniques can also affect the radial transport as in tokamaks.

Following Ref. [11], the poloidal component of the momentum balance couples the radial particle transport to the poloidal
viscosity, ïLèDð"é�ëñé6òPó (or equivalently for the toroidal components), where ò is the stress tensor. In this fluid approach, the
radial current of each particle species requires a perpendicular (Lorentz) force within the flux-surface which is attributed to the
poloidal (toroidal) viscosity for the stellarator lmfp-regime. With the ambipolarity condition on the radial particle fluxes which
requires that the radial current must vanish, also this non-parallel viscosity contribution in the total poloidal (toroidal) momentum
balance vanishes. As a consequence, the stellarator lmfp-transport regimes (e.g. the åfæXÙ - or the ç Ù -regime) do not affect the
flows within the flux-surface.

III. MOMENTUM BALANCE IN THE COLLISIONLESS ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT

The 2nd term in the parallel momentum balances eqs. (6) is the parallel viscosity describing the damping of parallel flows
due to the magnetic field inhomogenity. Here, the 2nd Legendre coefficient of the distribution function appears in an equation
for the 1st Legendre coefficient for describing the parallel flows. This general formulation has the drawback that this form of
the momentum balances cannot be directly extended for collision operators with momentum conservation. In the asymptotic
collisionless limit, however, the 1st-order DKE for ô Ø (with the parallel driving force) is directly integrable for sufficiently smallÜ Ý . This approach is important for the reformulation of the parallel viscosity as the friction of passing with trapped particles
and, consequently, will be briefly described here following Refs. [16, 17]. The particle species index õ must be introduced at
this point since the interaction with all other species ö becomes important.

The local pitch, ÷ , is transformed to the (normalised) global magnetic moment, ø , by

÷ ß¦ù åûúüø9ýZþÈÿ�� with ýZþÈÿ�� ß í�æXíPþÈÿ��
where í9þÈÿ�� is the maximum of í on the flux surface. Note, that ø is only strictly an invariant of motion corresponding to the
local and mono-energetic Vlasov operator of eq. (4) (3D-phase space) for Ü Ý ß��

. Consequently, the collisionless approach
described here holds only for Ü�ÚÝ�� å ; compare also Fig. 3 (on the right). Taguchi’s momentum conserving collision operator
[16, 17] is defined by �	��
 ô �� ß Ù ������
 ô ����� ÷ ������ Ø 
 ô ���� Ø ��� Ù � ÷ûô ���� Ø (8)

where ô ���� Ø is the 1st Legendre term of the 1st order distribution function ô � ,
� ���� Ø the 1st Legendre term of the full linearised

collision operator (interaction with all other species ö included), and
� �

is the Lorentz form of the pitch-angle collision operator
of eq. (5) transformed to ø ��� ß �ý þÈÿ�� ù åûú�øPýZþÈÿ�� �� ø ø ù åûúüø9ýZþÈÿ�� �� ø��
The last term in eq. (8) is the 1st Legendre term of ú � with respect to ÷ and compensates

���
for momentum conservation.

In ø , the simplified DKE with modified r.h.s. corresponding to eq. (2), now with momentum conservation, takes the form
(÷ ß ç åûúüø9ýZþÈÿ�� )  ÷ � ô ��"! ú �	��
 ô �� ß Ù �#%$ ÷9ýZþÈÿ��'&)(+* (9)
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where , is the co-ordinate along the field line, -�./ is the thermal collision frequency, and 0�1203.41658795:.;=< is the normalised
velocity of species > . In the limit -�.@?BA , the integrability constaint CD.�7EC",F?BA and, consequently, D.@1HGID8.J holds for the
asymmetric component of D. . Furthermore, this component vanishes for trapped particles, i.e. for KMLON .P .Q�R 0�ST1VU .Q�R 0"S)WYX[Z�\^]_1 `a bc / D ._d Ke1 `agfihEj�k bc

Z b�l D .�d l
where Um.QTR 0�S is the definition of the collisionless Spitzer function. With flux-surface averaging, eq. (9) reduces to a 1D equation
for the velocity dependence of the asymmetric part of D�. in the collisionless limit

D . R KonON9S:1 `p G frqhEj�k Jsgt P .Q R 0"S bc u d KGwv N_xyK fihEj�k J and D . R KoLON^S:1VA (10)

and z .{�| b R P .Q S)x s ;s t - . R 0"S P .Q 1}x�- ./ 0�~'��� (11)

and with the trapped particle fraction s ; 1�N_x s�t 1�N_x `p G f qhEj�k J bc / K d KG v N_x�K f hEj�k J (12)

(where
sgt

is the circulating particle fraction). Eq. (11) can be easily reformulated for the Spitzer function U .QTR 0�S and the
collisional limit, i.e. the classical Spitzer formulation [15] of the parallel conductivity, is obtained for

s ; 1BA and >�1�X
(electrons). In an equivalent approach [27] for

s ;��1OA , the collisionless Spitzer function is obtained from a variational principle
introduced in Ref. [28].

In this collisionless picture, only passing particles contribute to the parallel flow which is damped by the friction of the passing
with the trapped particles. Whereas the formulation of the viscous damping term in eqs. (6) is based on the symmetric part of the
distribution functions (i.e. the pressure anisotropy), eqs. (10) and (11) are only based on the 1st Legendre term, i.e. the coupling
of the different Legendre harmonics by the Vlasov operator has disappeared. Consequently, this approach is well suited for
momentum correction at very low collisionalities.

IV. “DIRECT” MOMENTUM CORRECTION TECHNIQUE

With the 1st-order distribution functions �@.b 1 R s .b ��D8.b S , which are the solutions of the simplified DKE (2), the momentum
corrected solutions of eq. (1) are defined by the DKE with the linearised momentum-conserving collision operator,

z . , defined
in eq. (8) but with � of eq. (5) instead of � u for each particle species >� R s . S)x z . R s . Sm1}x��� R�� . b%� 0 q � .q S�~ .�� R D . SEx z . R D . Sm1 l 5 f � .� ~ .� (13)

where the thermodynamic forces � .� are given in eq. (3), and
�

is the local and mono-energetic Vlasov operator of eq. (4). Using
eqs. (1) and (2), the corrections for momentum conservation, �e.q 1 R s .q ��D�.q S , are given by� R � .q SEx z . R � .q S:1 z . R � .b S)x�- . � R � .b S
where � is given by eq. (5). Then, the momentum correction �@.q is directly related to the “error” in the momentum conservation
with respect to ��.b . Multiplying this equation with l f , performing the pitch integration and the flux-surface averaging leads to� f bc

Z bTl � R � .q S d l�� x
z .{�| b�� � f bc

Z bTl � .q d l��8� 1
z .{�| b��� .�ib� .��� � � - . � .�rb� .��� (14)

with the (normalised) mono-energetic fluxes � .�ib 1 R�� . b � 0 q � .q S�� .�rb ~ .� 7�5 .;=< and � .��� 1 � .� � .��� ~ .� 795 .;=< . Neglecting both
the radial momentum transport and the perpendicular viscosity term (related to R����¡  S�¢�£+¤ ), the averaged Vlasov term can be
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expressed by the parallel viscosity related to ¥@¦§ equivalent to eq. (6). In this formulation, however, the Vlasov operator couples
to the 2nd Legendre coefficients of ¥�¦§ whereas the linearised collision operator is only based on the 1st ones.

Comparing eq. (14) with the equivalent collisionless problem of eq. (11), the function ¨©¦§)ª¬«" is defined by

¨ ¦§�ª=«��®�¯�°±³²´µ ²
¶ ¥ ¦§©· ¶�¸º¹ (15)

and equivalently ¨%¦² ª¬«" by the mono-energetic fluxes, ¨¡¦² ®»ª=¼ ¦½ ² ¹ ¼ ¦½�½Y . Furthermore, the parallel viscosity is strictly identified
in the limit ¾�¿�À , but can be generalised by introducing the effective trapped particle fraction, ÁFÂÄÃÅ ,

¯ °± ²´µ ²
¶ÇÆ ª ¥ ¦§:�· ¶ ¸ ® Á�ÂÄÃÅ ª¬«"Á ÂÄÃÈ ª¬«" ¾ ¦ ª¬«" ¨ ¦§)ª=«� ¹ (16)

and Á�ÂÄÃÅÉª¬«" is defined using the mono-energetic conductivity coefficient, Ê ½�½ , byÁ ÂÄÃÅË®ÍÌ_Î Á ÂÄÃÈ ®�Ì�Î ¾8¦ÏÐÏ ¦Å=Ñ Ê ¦½�½Ò ¾8¦ÓÏ�ÔÕ×Ö (17)

with the mono-energetic “collisionality”, ¾�¦Ó%Ø Ï�ÔÕ ( Ó is the major radius). This definition guarantees the limits Á�ÂÄÃÅÉª¬« ¿BÀ :® À
and Á�ÂÄÃÅ ª=« ¿ÚÙ �® Á Å given in eq. (12). With eqs. (15) and (16), the momentum correction ¨Û¦§�ª=«� is defined by the 1D
integro-differential equation Ü ¦Ý�Þ ² ª ¨ ¦§º'Î Á_ÂÄÃÅÁ ÂÄÃÈ ¾ ¦ ¨ ¦§�®�Î Ü ¦Ý�Þ ² ª ¨ ¦² EÎ ¾ ¦ ¨ ¦²�ß
With ¨ ¦ ® ¨ ¦²Çà ¨ ¦§ , the final form (equivalent to a generalised Spitzer problem) for both the bootstrap current and the parallel
conductivity component of ¨á¦ is obtained Ü ¦Ý�Þ ² ª ¨ ¦ EÎ Á�ÂÄÃÅÁ ÂÄÃÈ ¾ ¦ ¨ ¦ ®}Î ÌÁ ÂÄÃÈ ¾ ¦ ¨ ¦² (18)

for each particle species â . For the parallel conductivity, the r.h.s. reduces by using eq. (17) to Î_«�ã ¦½�ä ¦å being equivalent to
the collisionless limit of eq. (11). The formulas for

Ü ¦Ý�Þ ² are given in Appendix A.
Next, the concept of the effective trapped particle fraction is analysed. For both the collisionless and the collisional limit,

eqs. (17) and (18) give the correct momentum correction for the parallel flows with the magnetic field inhomogeneity taken into
account. In the mono-energetic treatment, Ì	Î Á�ÂÄÃÅ reflects the contribution of the trapped particles to the parallel flow: the
asymmetry of the trapped-particle distribution function with respect to ¶ depending on the ratio of the collision to the bounce
frequency must be calculated from the solution of the corresponding DKE. This can be done analytically for both limits, and is
obtained e.g. from DKES for the general case. For the momentum correction, the local details of the distribution function are
not relevant, the important global effect is given by Á ÂÄÃÅ related to the parallel conductivity coefficient Ê ¦½�½ corresponding to
eq. (17).

Fig. 4 shows Á ÂÄÃÅ versus the (mono-energetic) collisionality for the W7-X “standard” configuration and for the equivalent
axisymmetric configuration with only the poloidal Fourier modes, æ%çÇè é Þºê , taken into account. First, the ripple-trapped particles
in W7-X significantly contribute to Á_ÂÄÃÅ . The fairly strong elongation of W7-X leads to a rather small Á�ÂÄÃÅ for the equivalent
tokamak. Second, the ratio of the bounce to the collision frequency is very different for both configurations: the bounce
frequency of the trapped particles in the stellarator ripple is much higher than in the corresponding tokamak case. Consequently,
trapped-particle effects extend to much higher collisionalities in stellarators. Finally, the confidence intervals are given in Fig. 4
showing the lmfp-convergence problem of DKES for stellarator configurations: e.g. 1457 Fourier modes and 250 Legendre
polynomials have been used at the lowest collisionality. These problems do not appear at the equivalent collisionalities for
tokamak configurations.

Solving the coupled system (for electrons and ions) of eq. (18), the electron-ion cross-coupling terms in the linearised collision
operator,

Ü ¦Ý�Þ ² , must be taken into account since both parallel flows are linked. Then, the bootstrap, ë�¦ì , and the inductive ( íáî
driven), ëï¦ð égñ , current densities are defined by ëï¦ìëï¦ð é[ñ ® òó ôoõ ¦8ö�¦ Ï ¦Å=Ñ�÷´ ê ¨ ¦ ª=«�ï« ½ ·[« ß (19)
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FIG. 4: (colour online) Effective trapped particle fraction, ømù¬úû , vs. the mono-energetic collisionality, ü�ý�þÿü��������� , for the W7-X “standard”
configuration (solid line) and for the equivalent tokamak (dashed line) at half the plasma radius for �
	�þ�� . Both collisionless ø û of eq. (12)
are given for reference.

The impact of the momentum correction on the individual bootstrap current density contributions of electrons and ions is
rather strong. In particular at higher collisionalities, where the damping of the parallel ion flow, ������� , by the trapped-particle
friction becomes small (i.e. small ������ ), the momentum corrected ion bootstrap current density ���� (corresponding to ����� �!"�#��$� )
can exceed its non-corrected value by more than one order of magnitude. Since the electron flow is strongly coupled to that
of the ions (due to the %�&'� integral contribution; see Appendix A), the total bootstrap current density is much less affected by
momentum conservation. Furthermore, temperature gradients are much more effective for driving the parallel flow than density
gradients or radial electric fields. For tokamaks, where the mono-energetic bootstrap coefficients are independent of the radial
electric field, the total bootstrap current density is also independent of (*) , but (�) controls the parallel ion flow and, consequently,�$�� .

The parallel electric conductivity is nearly completely determined by electrons. Consequently, the momentum correction
technique can be simplified by assuming the ions at rest, and the momentum correction is only applied for electrons. Then, the
ion contribution to the 1st Legendre coefficients of the Rosenbluth potential vanishes, %+&'�-,/. ; see Appendix A.

V. MOMENTUM CORRECTION APPROACH WITH MOMENT EQUATIONS

The moment-equation methods of Refs. [12–14] do not separate the linearised DKE with respect to the thermodynamic forces;
see eqs. (1-4). Implicitely the parallel flux moments can be separated by switching on or off the corresponding thermodynamic
forces. Following this approach in this section, the 1st order distribution function 0�213,4�21�576�1 is defined. Furthermore, it
is necessary to separate the impact of the particle species: 8 is the species under consideration in interaction (summation) with
the background species 9 . Here, this interaction appears explicitly in the moment equations (summation over 9 ) whereas it is
hidden in Sections III and IV in the definition of :;1<>=-? and @A1 ; see eqs. (8) and (A1). All the moment-equation methods use the
correct linearised collision term only for the 1st Legendre moment equivalent to eq. (8) but with B of eq. (5) instead of B*C ; see
also Sec. IV. Then, the 1st-order collision operator is approximated by: 1-D 0� 1+E ,GF�HJI 1 H D 0� E with I 1 H D 0� E ,;@ 1 H B D 0� 1+E 5LKM@ 1 HAN 1? 5LK2O 1 H? D N ? E
where 0� 1 and I 1 H D 0� E are expanded in Legendre polynomials0� 1 , F$PRQ P D K E N 1P and I 1 H D 0� E , F$PRQ P D K E O 1 HP D N P ETS
Since the parallel flows are affected by momentum conservation, only the energy dependence of the UV,XW coefficients is
expanded in Sonine (generalised Laguerre) polynomials Y[Z]\_^_`_abN 1 ? ,4c�d 1�ef 1hg 1i F b D�j�klETm]mD�jnk 5 c Eompm�q 1b Y�Zp\_^_`_ab Dsr ` E
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with tvuwtMxyuwzl{|z}x~�� and the parallel flow moments� x+��x�3�G�J�$� z�zl����� ���_���� � t ���-�� x2� (20)

For the first two Sonine polynomials ��� ���_���� � t � � u�� and ��� �����_�� � t � � u��${��#�Vt � , the lowest order parallel flow moments
are related to the parallel flow velocity,   x� u � x� , and the parallel heat flux density, ¡ x � u�� � x�¢*x � x� . The £¤u¥� Legendre
moment of the linearised collision term couples the friction coefficients with the parallel flow moments¦ x¨§� ��© � � u4ª�« x�z¢ xh¬ xR®A¯ � ��° �T±]±� ��°³² ª �T±]±n´ ¯ � � ���_���¯ � t �µ�

with ´ ¯ u ª¶ x¨§ ®¨· � ��¸ �T±]±� �µ¸*² ª �o±p±º¹ � x·
» x�§¯ · ² � §·}¼ x�§¯ ·¾½
with the Braginski collision time, ¶ x�§wu ª$¿ À {ÂÁ$Ãlx�§ . The matrix elements of the friction coefficients,

» x�§¯ · and
¼ x�§¯ · , are

defined by � x¶ x¨§ » x¨§¯ · u �4� � z�zl��� � ���_���¯ � t � �$Ä x¨§LÅÆ« x�zl�¢ x � � ���_���· � t � � � xÈÇ � §yÉ� x¶ x¨§ ¼ x�§¯ · u � ��� z�zl��� � ���_���¯ � t �|�$Ä x¨§¾Ê � x¾Ç « §lzl�¢ § � � �����_�· Ë � t § �!��Ì � §ÎÍ (21)

with t § uÏt�z x~�� {|z §~�� . The
» x�§¯ · describe the interaction of �� x with the background Maxwellians (diffusive contribution) and

the
¼ x�§¯ · the interaction of the Maxwellian of species Ð with the deviations from the Maxwellians, �� § , of the background species

(integral contribution).
With the incompressible approximation of the ÑÓÒÕÔ drift in the Vlasov operator of eq. (4), the incompressibility condition

of the parallel flow moments (only for the ÖAx portion of �� x allowing for the Pfirsch-Schlüter flows)×�Ø ÔÙ � ��� z�zl��Ö x�Ú � t �ÜÛ;Ý
for an arbitrary function Ú � t � is obtained which is a magnetic differential equation with the solution� �$� z�zl��Ö x�Ú � t � u ÙÞ Ù �µß*à Ù � ��� z�zl�lÖ x
Ú � t ��á �

Following the approach of Refs. [12, 14], the Ö � eq. (2) is multiplied by �� xl��� �����_�·
where �� xâu � xy²wÖ�x of eq. (1) is the

solution of the combined eq. (13), and integrated over the velocity space. Then, the adjoint properties of the Vlasov and the
collision operators are used. The Sonine expansion coefficients of a function Ú � t � are defined byã ã Ú � t ��ä ä · u Á¿ À �âå� � t�t �çæ�è³é�ê � � �_�_�_�· � t �|� Ú � t � Ç (22)

and tedious manipulation finally yields a system of linear equations for the flux-surface averaged parallel flow moments,
Þnë � x� ß

with
ë u Ù { Ù � , for an arbitrary order of the Sonine polynomial expansion, ¸ é . For an arbitrary value of ¸ìu Ý Ç � Ç � Ç �µ��� Ç ¸ é

one obtains the equation for each species Ð�Tí®�oî �#ï Þ�ë ��x� ßñðóò � · �õô � �Þ"ë �µß « x¢ x Ê ã ã Ã x ��� �����_�� ö x��� ä ä · ²÷'í® ÷ î � ô ÷ ã ã � � �_�_�_�÷ ö x�_� ä ä ·3øù ú » x$x÷ � ² ¼ x�x÷ �¶ x$x ² ®§Mûî x » x¨§÷ �¶ x�§Rü ýþ*ÿ� ü ýþ��ô � �Þ"ë � ß « x¢ x ®§Mûî x � ë � §��� ÷ í® ÷ î � ô ÷ ã ã � � �_�_�_�÷ ö x�_� ä ä · ¼ x¨§÷ �¶ x¨§ ��u � ã ã ö x� � ä ä · Ú x � � ã ã t � ö x� � ä ä · Ú x� � ã ã ö x�_� ä ä · Ú x� (23)
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where ���
	 is the Kronecker delta, ��	�����������������������! "�#�$�%� and &#'(*)�'+,��' is the maximum order of the Sonine expansion
(��'-.� for the results shown in Secs. VI and VII), and /10243657/80 5 . The order of this system of linear equations, i.e. �%�9'� �:;�=<
the number of particle species, is fairly low and can be easily solved in the energy convolution algorithm of the mono-energetic
fluxes. In eq. (23), the r.h.s. represents the Sonine coefficients of the parallel flows without momentum correction, and the l.h.s.
the impact of the (collisionality dependent) effective trapped particle fraction (implicitly given by the >?0@A@ Sonine coefficients);
compare with eq. (18). The parallel current density of species B is given by� 0 DC 07EF0HGJILKM0N2OQP (24)

In particular, RS0T26RS0U 6V in eq. (23) leads to the inductive and RW0@ 6V to the bootstrap current densities equivalent to eq. (19).
The radial transport (defined by the mono-energetic >+0TAT coefficient) is completely decoupled from the parallel flow moments

described by eq. (23). On the other hand, the parallel flow moments affect the radial particle and energy transport as can be
shown when the X T eq. (2) is multiplied by YXZ0 and [\YXZ0 and integrated over velocity space. Again, the adjoint properties of the
Vlasov and the collision operators are used. Straightforward calculation analogous to Refs. [12, 14] leads to the (flux-surface
averaged) radial particle and energy flux densities, ]^0 and _-0 , respectively,:E 04` ]a0_!01�=bc0ed gf `Qh 0T
Th 0U Tid R 0 Tjf `Lh 0T Uh 0UAU d R 0U f `Zh 0T @h 0UA@ d R 0@f :G�I U OLk 0b 0 ��lm�$n Npo � � GJILK 0� O7q `sr r /80�>t0@ TAu u �r r�v U /80�>w0@ T u u � d yx lmx n N � x ` r r > 0@ T u u xr rzv U >w0@ TAu u x d4{| }^~ 0�0x �  ���0#0x �� 0#0  m5Q�n 0 ~ 0 5x �� 0 54� ��S�� m5Q�n 0 � �7� ILK 5�p� x lm x n N � x ` r r >t0@ T u u xr r v U >w0@ T u u x d � 0 5x �� 0 5 � ��  k 0C 0����� U=�� UN�� 0�8� (25)

where h 0� 	  �� �?���N�� v v U > 0� 	a¡ � ¡ 	L¢#£ '�¤ with ¡ T¦¥ @ g: and ¡ U  v U��� N  � � x � )�§�©¨«ªL¬ <?¨®� U f �G � U OW¯ � U � x � )�§�©¨°ªL¬ <?¨®� U ± P
The h 0� 	 are the thermal transport coefficients with direct energy convolution (see [1, 2]), i.e. without momentum correction
included. ���� U9� is the Pfirsch-Schlüter factor which is evaluated from the mono-energetic radial transport coefficients at very
large collisionalities, ���� U � �� v �³²´0µ � U >g0TAT �9�#/80Z�·¶p0¸·¹ � U (independent of the particle species B ); compare eq. (55) of Ref. [13]
at very high collisionalities. � 0�8� represents an effective friction force related to the pressure and temperature gradients and is
given by� 0�8�  m5Q�n 0tº � E 0 b 0 � §E 0 C 0 f¼» E 5 b 58½ §E 5 C 5¿¾ º ` :À �9� d ~ 0 5N
N� 0 5 f ` V : d ~ 0 5T N� 0 5®¾f �·bc0�� §C 0 ÁÂ ` :À �9� d m5Q�n 0 ~ 0 5N T� 0 5 f ` V : d {| }�~ 0#0T
T  ���0�0TAT� 0#0  m5Z�n 0 ~ 0 5TAT� 0 5,� ��c��f m5Q�n 0 » b 58½ §C 5 º ` :À �9� d � 0 5N T� 0 5 f ` V : d � 0 5T
T� 0 52¾  �9b 0�#C 0 q `LÃ 0NÃ 0T d R 0 T! `LÃ 0TÃ 0U d R 0U1Ä

with Ã 0ÅHÆ �� �����NÇ� v2v U Å9ÈZÉ ¢#£ '�¤ / 0 � v � P
All the correction terms in eq. (25) scale roughly linearly with the collision frequency and are small in the lmfp-regime.

The h 0� 	 contributions with ÊAËÌ�®«:JËA� reflect the stellarator lmfp-transport, e.g. the :=�9/ - and the
� / regimes. Consequently,

momentum corrections are negligible at low collisionalities for stellarators; see also Sec. II B. At higher collisionalities, i.e. in
the plateau and the Pfirsch-Schlüter regime, however, momentum correction affects the radial transport both in stellarators and
tokamaks. The special case of the intrinsic ambipolarity of the radial particle fluxes in axisymmetric tokamaks is given in the
Appendix B.
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VI. BENCHMARKING OF THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION TECHNIQUES

Momentum correction techniques for stellarators must also be validated for tokamaks where several approaches exist. Fig. 5
shows the benchmarking of the parallel electric conductivity for a tokamak configuration (with circular cross section) at a
moderate aspect ratio, Í¦Î!ÏÑÐJÒ9ÓÔÏ¼Õ8Ö Õ#× . Results of two tokamak approaches are shown: the Hinton-Hazeltine model [22],
which assumes a very small Í¦Î , and a fit representation to numerical Fokker-Planck calculations, abbreviated as SAL model
[29] (with the Ø=Î representation of [30]). In addition, the collisionless limit based on the solution of eq. (11) is given. For the
momentum correction based on moment equations (Sec. V), the small ion contribution is added to the parallel conductivity. At
larger Í Î , the Hinton-Hazeltine model deviates significantly, in particular at low collisionalities, whereas the agreement of the
other approaches is good.

lxmaass.  maass             00000001                  03.06.08  16:21:53
                                                                        

FIG. 5: (colour online) Parallel electric conductivity normalised to the Spitzer value vs. the (thermal) collisionality, Ù1ÚÛcÜ Ù ÛAÝ´Þ$ß�àáÛâ³ãJäå (different
from the traditional tokamak definition), for a circular tokamak configuration with æ â Üèç9é ç�ê . Momentum correction of Sec. IV (solid line) and
of Sec. V (dots), the Hinton-Hazeltine model (dot-dashed line) and the SAL model (dashed line). The collisionless limit is given for reference.
The transitions from the banana to the plateau and to the Pfirsch-Schüter regimes are indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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FIG. 6: (colour online) Parallel electric conductivity normalised to the Spitzer value vs. the (thermal) collisionality for the W7-X “low-mirror”
(upper curve) and the “high-mirror” (lower curve) configurations both at half the plasma radius. Momentum correction of Sec. IV (solid lines)
and of Sec. V (dots), the collisionless limits are indicated for reference.

The equivalent parallel electric conductivities are shown in Fig. 6 for the W7-X “low-” and “high-mirror” configurations at half
the plasma radius ( Í¦ÎpëìÕ8Ö Õ#× ); the agreement of both momentum correction techniques is also good. The W7-X configurations
are characterised by rather high elongation: 6.8 for the “low-” and 5.1 for the “high-mirror” case. Consequently, the helical as
well as the toroidal ripple mainly determine the trapped particle fraction ( ØJÎíÏ.Õ8Ö î#× and Õ8Öz×J× for the “low-” and the “high-mirror”
case, respectively) as is also shown in Fig. 4 for the W7-X “standard” configuration. Note, that the reduction in the neoclassical
conductivity starts at higher collisionalities compared to the tokamak case in Fig. 5. Consequently, “simple” tokamak formulas
for the parallel electric conductivity are not sufficient for stellarator configurations even if the correct Ø Î is used.

Next, the bootstrap current densities are benchmarked for the tokamak case with Í Î ÏïÕ8Ö Õ#× . The bootstrap current densities
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FIG. 7: (colour online) Bootstrap current density normalised to the collisionless limit without momentum correction vs. the (thermal) col-
lisionality for a circular tokamak configuration with ð
ñeò¼ó9ô ó�õ . Momentum correction of Sec. IV (solid line) and of Sec. V (dots), the
Hinton-Hazeltine model (dot-dashed line), the SAL model (dashed line) and the collisionless Hirshman model (on the left). The bootstrap
current density without momentum correction (dotted line) is given for reference.

are normalised to the collisionless limit without momentum correction for a circular tokamak defined byö#÷ùøÌúûýü,þ�ÿ���� � � �����	 ��
�� ��� � � � ������ � � � þ�� ������ ���
with

� ���! #" $&%(' 	 � for very small 	 � . Fig. 7 shows the benchmarking for the tokamak case (equivalent to Fig. 5). In addition to
the Hinton-Hazeltine model [22] and the SAL model [29], the collisionless Hirshman approach [31] is shown. Both momentum
correction techniques of Sec. IV and V are in very reasonable agreement with these tokamak approaches. For this collisionality
scan,

�*) ü �,+
, - ø/. ü  

, � �10 � ü þ�2 "43 m 576 and
�8) � 0 �*) ü �,+ � 0 �,+ üsþ  m 576 are used. In the momentum correction

techniques based on the moment equations, all contributions related to the radial electric field drop out for the tokamak case
(intrinsic ambipolarity) whereas

�,� ü92 is used in the direct momentum correction. Here,

�8�
affects only the individual

ö �û ,
but the sum is independent of

� �
. In the example of Fig. 7, the total bootstrap current density is significantly reduced due to

the momentum conservation in the collision operator; compare with the case without momentum correction (dotted line). This
reduction is only obtained if the temperature gradients dominate whereas even an increase of the bootstrap current density is
found with momentum correction in the opposite case for dominating density gradients. For all these scenarios, very reasonable
agreement with the tokamak models is found. This holds also for larger 	 � values (with exception of the Hinton-Hazeltine
model).
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FIG. 8: (colour online) On the left: Bootstrap current density normalised to the collisionless limit of an equivalent circular tokamak without
momentum correction vs. the (thermal) collisionality for the W7-X “low-mirror” (grey/green) and the “high-mirror” (black/red) configurations
both at half the plasma radius. Momentum correction of Sec. IV (solid lines) and of Sec. V (dots); the bootstrap current densities without
momentum correction (dotted lines) are given for referenece. On the right: the ambipolar radial electric field with momentum correction
included (dots) and without (solid lines).

Finally, the benchmarking of both momentum correction techniques is briefly described for the W7-X configurations of
Fig. 6. Fig. 8 shows the normalised bootstrap current density (on the left) and the corresponding radial electric field from the
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ambipolarity condition of the radial fluxes (on the right) both for the “low-” and the “high-mirror” configuration. As in the
tokamak case, :8;=<>:,? , @BA/CD<FE , GIHKJ�GL<FM�NPO4Q m R7S and :8; H JT:*;U<V:,? H J�:,?W<XMYE m R7S are used. Except for the high
collisionalities, momentum correction has nearly no effect on the radial particle fluxes and, consequently, on the radial electric
field (see also Sec. II B). At the low collisionalities, an additional “electron-root” is obtained (the unstable root in between is not
shown) which, by evaluating the thermodynamic principle described in Refs. [32, 33], however, is not realised. For these W7-X
configurations, the bootstrap current density is positive (tokamak-like) at low collisionalities and becomes negative at higher
ones (the bootstrap current densities are always negative in a helically symmetric configuration). With respect to a reference
tokamak scenario without momentum correction (as used for the normalisation), Z#[ is reduced by roughy a factor of 3 for the
“low-” and more than 10 for the “high-mirror” configuration. The effect of the momentum correction is of the same order as
in the tokamak case, but with respect to the reduced bootstrap current densities of the W7-X configurations (compare with the
scenario without momentum correction; dotted lines). Equivalent to the tokamak case, a dominant density gradient increases the
momentum corrected Z [ . Again, the agreement of both momentum correction techniques is very good.

In addition, the neoclassical ordering of Sec. II must be checked for the scenario shown in Fig. 8. First, the ion parallel flow
(i.e. the ion bootstrap current density) is very small compared to the ion thermal velocity. Consequently, the assumption of a
Maxwellian at rest is confirmed for the 0th-order distribution function. Second, the normalised radial electric field, here \^]_ <\ _ Ja`bdc�egf ?e�h&i*j , is sufficiently small (largest \k]_ <9NPOlE�m for the electron-root at the lowest collisionality) and radial momentum
transport can be neglected; see Sec. II A.

VII. BOOTSTRAP CURRENT SIMULATIONS FOR W7-X

Momentum conservation in the collision operator leads to increased or decreased bootstrap current densities for dominating
density or temperature gradients, respectively. The effect of momentum correction for the total bootstrap current predicted for
the “low-” and the “high-mirror” W7-X configuration (compare Sec. VI) is described in this Section.

In the predictive transport simulations [18], the ion and electron energy balances with neoclassical heat fluxes are solved
self-consistently with the ambipolar radial electric field. (Only at the outermost radii where the neoclassical fluxes are strongly
decreased due to the low temperature, simple anomalous contributions are added). This assumption of mainly neoclassical
transport leads to an upper limit for the temperatures and, consequently, for the bootstrap currents. The neoclassical particle and
heat fluxes are evaluated from precalculated databases of mono-energetic transport coefficients (from DKES [1, 2]) by energy
convolution with and without momentum correction included. The correction technique described in Sec. V requires only the
solution of a small system of linear equations and is well suited for predictive transport simulations. Since the treatment of
the particle balance must rely on anomalous transport modelling (the main recycling sources are at the outer radii with low
neoclassical transport), fixed density profiles are assumed in these simulations. Modules for NBI and ECR heating and current
drive are self-consistently coupled to the transport code [34, 35].
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FIG. 9: (colour online) Profiles of density (left), temperatures (center, npo solid and n�q dashed lines, respectively) and ambipolar radial electric
field (right) for the W7-X “low-” (grey/green) and “high-mirror” (black/red) configurations.

As an example, Fig. 9 shows the density, the temperature and the ambipolar radial electric field profiles for both the “low-” and
the “high-mirror” W7-X configurations. These simulations are performed with 10 MW ECRH in the extra-ordinary mode (X2-
mode) with high absorption [36]. For both scenarios, the highly localised central power deposition results in an “electron-root”
feature [33, 37] with positive radial electric fields, with steep electron temperature gradients and with flat ion temperature profiles
(rather weak collisional coupling even at ErNas j m Rpt density). Due to the large ripple, the “electron-root” is more pronounced in
the “high-mirror” configuration whereas the electron neoclassical confinement is degraded at larger radii, ukvwN�OxE�y m.

Also for this example, the ion parallel flow is very small with respect to the ion thermal velocity. The \ _ normalised to the
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ion resonance value, zk{|~} z |��a��d���/�*����&�*� , is fairly large: zk{|�}���� �a� at � }����x��� m for the “high-mirror” and z�{|�}������ �a�
at � }���� �(� m for the “low-mirror” case in Fig. 9. Consequently, the situation becomes marginal, ion momentum transport
(affecting the ion bootstrap current) driven by the thermodynamic forces � � � and � �� in eqs. (13) and (23) might play a role.
At � }!�P�l�r� m, however, the electron contribution dominates the total bootstrap current density (the equivalent electron z�{| is
very small). For the “low-mirror” scenario at � }���� �(� m, the ion and the electron contributions are comparable. Taking ion
momentum transport into account will reduce the ion bootstrap current density, but as a consequence of the collisional coupling,
the electron bootstrap current density will be increased leading to a partial compensation with respect to the total bootstrap
current density.
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FIG. 10: (colour online) Left: Bootstrap current densities with momentum correction (solid lines) and without (dashed) for the W7-X “low-”
(grey/green) and “high-mirror” (black/red) configurations. Right: Rotational transform profiles with momentum corrected bootstrap current
(dashed lines: �� �K¡r¢ without bootstrap current).

The effect of the momentum correction on the bootstrap current densities is shown in Fig. 10 (on the left). The bootstrap
current density profile is fairly broad in the “low-mirror” configuration (total bootstrap current £T¤ }¥�&� kA with momentum
correction and £ ¤ }D�r�¦� kA without) and highly localised within the “electron-root” region for the “high-mirror” case ( £ ¤ }D�r§P�4¨
kA with momentum correction and £ ¤ }©�#�P� � kA without). This behaviour of the bootstrap current is in agreement with
Fig. 8. The bootstrap current coefficients are strongly reduced for the “high-mirror” configuration for small radial electric fields,
however this minimisation (one of the W7-X optimisation criteria) is partly lost for the “electron-root” scenario leading to the
fairly strong peak in the bootstrap current density profile.

The impact of these bootstrap current density profiles on the rotational transform, �� , are shown in Fig. 10 (on the right). The
current profile contribution to the vacuum- ���ª �¦« is evaluated with the susceptance coefficients [38] of the vacuum configuration.
This approximation is reasonable as long as the impact of pressure and current on the shape of the flux surfaces is small.
Furthermore, the bootstrap current densities are evaluated for the ���ª �¦« of the vacuum configuration. In the lmfp-regime, the
bootstrap current coefficients scale roughly with � �P�� (i.e. tokamak-like) for the fixed Fourier spectrum of � . In both W7X
scenarios of Fig. 10, the bootstrap current is too large, i.e. the edge �� is in conflict with a proper operation of the island divertor
[39, 40]. In principle, one might reduce the vacuum �� by the amount the bootstrap current supplies for stationary conditions,
i.e. after several ¬ �T -times. In particular for the “low-mirror” example, however, the shear ��g® is much too low leading to a
very large island size or ergodisation. Consequently, EC current drive must be applied to compensate the bootstrap current. For
the X2-mode scenarios, the ECCD efficiency is fairly high: the maximum ECCD with 10 MW is 142 kA and 92 kA for the
“low-” and the “high-mirror” case, respectively, for optimum launch angles. Whereas the ECCD profile is very close to the ¯a¤
profile for the “high-mirror” case allowing for a nearly local compensation with only small deviation from the currentless ��°ª �¦« ,
the central counter-ECCD in the “low-mirror” case reduces significantly ��°ª �¦« at the inner radii. In principle, a proper bootstrap
current control by ECCD can reduce the time to achieve stationary conditions to several skin-times [18].

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two different momentum correction techniques based on the three mono-energetic transport coefficients calculated by the
DKES code have been described. Both correction techniques are very attractive and have been implemented in the energy con-
volution algorithm of the mono-energetic transport coefficients which are obtained by interpolation from precalculated databases
for each magnetic configuration under investigation. This approach turns out to be very efficient and can be easily used for pre-
dictive transport modelling.
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The first of these correction techniques solves a generalised Spitzer problem for the parallel flows, i.e. for the bootstrap current
as well as for the parallel electric conductivity. The impact of momentum conservation for the radial transport in the stellarator
lmfp-regimes is shown (in Sec. II B) to be negligible and, consequently, has been disregarded. For axisymmetric configurations
as well as for the higher collisionaltiy regimes in stellarators, however, corrections to the radial transport are not available using
this technique.

The second correction technique is based on a moment equation expansion of the drift-kinetic equation (a traditional method
e.g. for tokamaks). In this approach, the symmetric contributions with respect to ±³² , i.e. the radial transport, are linked to the
parallel flows and momentum correction affects both contributions which is the main advantage of this approach compared to
the first technique. Furthermore, this approach is numerically very fast since only a small system of linear equations (number
of particle species times number of Sonine polynomials) has to be solved in the energy convolution algorithm. So far, this
technique is implemented only for three Sonine polynomials; further benchmarking is needed, e.g. with the technique described
in Refs. [13, 14].

The benchmarking of both momentum correction techniques showed very good agreement. In particular for tokamaks, where
several models are available both for the parallel electric conductivity and for the bootstrap current density, very reasonable
agreement for all approaches is obtained. Density gradients increase the corrected bootstrap current density whereas temperature
gradients reduce it with respect to the uncorrected value. To take all the profile effects into consideration, the total bootstrap
currents with and without momentum correction have been calculated for both the “low-” and “high-mirror” configuration of
the W7-X stellarator. The predictive transport simulations (mainly with neoclassical transport modelling) showed a moderate
reduction of the total bootstrap current roughly of the order of 20% of the uncorrected value. Consequently, the minimisation
of the mono-energetic bootstrap current coefficient, which is an optimisation criterium of W7-X, is supported by an evaluation
based on a momentum-conserving collision operator.

The parallel ion flow velocities found in the stellarator simulations are very small so that the assumption of an unshifted
Maxwellian for the 0th-order distribution function is validated. The radial electric fields, however, can become fairly large
both for electron-root scenarios and in the plasma periphery where maximum pressure gradients occur. For very large ´¶µ , the
traditional neoclassical ordering is violated for ions and impurities. First, the mono-energetic treatment, which is based on the
approximation of an incompressible ·�¸º¹ drift, is not possible and, furthermore, density and potential variations within the flux
surfaces must be included. Second, the radial transport of ion parallel momentum might become important, which is in conflict
with the local approach. Consequently, the treatment of very large radial electric fields is far beyond the traditional neoclassical
ordering in stellarators, which is mandatory for the concept of precalculated databases with local and mono-energetic transport
coefficients as the basis for the momentum correction techniques. The situation is different in tokamaks, where a rigorous
treatment is possible [41].

The “direct” momentum correction technique solving the generalised Spitzer problem is also used for the momentum correc-
tion for electron cyclotron current drive, ECCD [35] (but not implemented for the neutral beam current drive, NBCD, so far).
Consequently, advanced tools for the simulation of current control scenarios by ECCD for the W7-X stellarator (which has no
ohmic transformer) are now available. Since the long-pulse operation of W7-X relies on the island divertor concept, the control
of the island configuration at the plasma edge and, consequently, the total plasma current is mandatory. The analysis of W7-X
discharge scenarios up to quasi-stationary time scales is the natural next step for further investigations.
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APPENDIX A: LINEARISED COLLISION TERM WITH MOMENTUM CONSERVATION

Here, the 1st Legendre term of the linearised collision operator, »½¼¾À¿ÂÁ , is briefly documented. The basic formulation of the
Fokker-Planck collision operator and the definitions of the Rosenbluth potential can be found e.g. in Refs. [42, 43]. Here, the
integro-differential equation (18) is formulated with respect to the Spitzer function, ÃÄ¼ , of the species Å , i.e. the Maxwellians are
dropped ( Æ~¼7ÇÉÈ³Ê�Ë½Ã�¼IÇÉÈ³ÊÄÌÎÍÐÏIÇ ÑÒÈ�Ó�Ê ). This procedure allows for higher accuracy in the numerical solution at large velocities.» ¼¾x¿ÔÁ ÇdÆ ¼ ÊºË½Õ ¼ÖW×#Ø³ÙÛÚ¶ÜÎÝXÞ Ý Çgß Ý Ê�ÓÞ ¼ Çgß ¼ Ê Ó^àâá ¼

ÝÓäã Óã È Ó Ã ¼¶å á ¼
ÝÁ ãã È Ã ¼�å á ¼

ÝÖ Ã ¼�åçæ(¼ ÝÒè (A1)

where È~éêÈp¼ëËD±Pì�±º¼í�î ( È Ý ËêÈ�±�¼í�î ì�± Ýí�î ), ÕP¼Ö Ë Þ ¼YÇ/ß,¼ × Ó�ìTï Ö7ð ¼�Ê�Óòñló�ôÒì�õ#ö�ÇÉ±�¼í�î Ê ÷ is the thermal collision frequency, ßò¼ is
the charge state, ï Ö is the dielectric constant, and ñló�ô is the Coulomb logarithm. The coefficients for the diffusive part are given
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and for the integral contributions (from the 1st Legendre coefficients of the Rosenbluth potentials)
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where
B ú üSR ú 5/TOU � � ��
 ú�� û � . All these terms in eqs. (A1) to (A3) are needed to guarantee the like-particle momentum

conservation (with only V ü;W contributions included)PF 0 
 3CX ùY[Z � � B ù �OH 
 ü]\I^
Now, the cross-coupling terms V`_üaW are briefly analysed. For the electron-ion terms ( W ü  and V üab ), the coefficients in

leading order of the mass ratio are ø/cedûgf ø/ced� üih~þ � c� d �:j \ and

ø/cNd0 ü � �
 3
which leads (with the summation) to

ø c0 j � � 1�	�-

� �;kmlon �<p 
 3

, the (normalised) pitch-angle collision frequency. The leading
term of the integral contributions is 
 û�?+@ cNd%q DE � � �

d���� c��� PF 0 ��

d � 3 B d H 
 d j A E�rts

duIv� c��� ^
Note that the additional � for the estimation of the parallel flows ( w � u�x � û H � ) leads to the relation (in normalised form)� d��� B d f � c��� B c , i.e.

@ ced f h � � � . Consequently, the integral part
@ cNd

forces the electrons to follow the parallel ion flow, s
du .

The ion-electron coupling terms in leading order are given byøydzcû f ø/d{c� f øyd{c0 üihëþ}| � c� d �~j \ =
and for the integral contribution @ dzc�q DE � � �

d
�
c 
 PF 0 B c H 
 c ü`h~þ}| � c� d �:j \ =

i.e. the coupling of the ions to the electrons is rather weak. All like-particle terms
@ ùaù

are taken into account, whereas for the
integral contributions

@ ced
and

@ dzc
only the leading order terms are included. Furthermore, impurity species are only included in

the diffusive terms, but omitted for the integral contributions.
The diffusive contributions in the sytem of eq. (18) are simply integrated by a difference scheme with the integral contributions@ ùTú

estimated within direct iteration. The convergence is rather fast: typically about 10 iteration steps are quite sufficient. It is
important that the difference scheme for calculating

X ùY[Z � on the r.h.s. of eq. (18) is identical to the integration scheme for the
l.h.s. to guarantee sufficient accuracy.
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APPENDIX B: AXISYMMETRIC TOKAMAK - INTRINSIC AMBIPOLARITY

For the axisymmetric tokamak, the mirror term in the Vlasov operator in eq. (5) is related to the radial component of the���
-drift, ����;�C�m������� ; see eq. (7). Neglecting the ����� drift in the Vlasov operator, the relation���m������ � �� ��� ���m�Q���� 9¡£¢ ��¤+¥¦ �¨§ � ��� �

holds for arbitrary � . Using this relation in eqs. (2) with the definition of �� , taking the � moment and flux-surface-averaging
leads to a link between the mono-energetic transport coefficients©2ª«<« � ¡¬¯®±°³² ª´ ª ��µ�¶ ¡·¹¸ ¤+º#» ª�©2ª§ « ¢ ¦¼ �#½+¾ � µ » ªÀ¿!ÁÂ�!Ã�Ä© ª« § � ¡¬¯®±° ² ª´ ª ��µÀÅ ¡·¹¸ ¤+º#» ª © ª§<§ � � ¤¼QÆ
where � ½ � ² ª � ¤%Ç ¦ ´ ª ¾ ��µ is the characteristic drift velocity and ¾ the major radius. With the Onsager symmetry relation,© ª« § � � © ª§ « , only one independent transport coefficient exists.

The solution for the parallel flow moments defined in eq. (20) can be shown to have the formÈ ª�É ¸)Ê ªË�Ì �6Í ªË ¢ È ªIÎ�Ï¬¯®±° ��µÑÐ µ Ë#Ò
where the Í ªË are independent of

Î Ï
, i.e. the radial electric field affects only the parallel particle flow. With this result, also the

radial particle flux becomes independent of
ÎÑÏÓ ªÈ ª � � · � � � º¬�®±° · � ¤)º � ¡¬¹®±° ² ª´ ª ��µ ¡·¹¸ ¤)ºÕÔÖ�×Ø ª ËNÙÔË Ø µÛÚ Ë�Ü Í ªËÈ ªQÝ ª Öµ ËÞ ª Ö ¢ Í ÖËÈ Öàß ª Öµ ËÞ ª Ö2á

¢ ² ª´ ª É ÁÂ ¤ Ì� ¤µ âã ä ÔÖ�×Ø ª Ü � È ªIå�ª �<æÈ ª ´ ª �   È Ö å Ö ¥ æÈ Ö ´ Öçá Ý ª Öµ±µÞ ª Ö � ÔÖ�×Ø ª Ü � åÑª �9æ´ ª Ý ª Öµ «Þ ª Ö ¢   å Ö ¥ æ´ Ö ß ª Öµ «Þ ª Ö2áéè êë
where

· � � � º represents the parallel force driving the Ware pinch flux. Using the following identities for the matrix elements
of the friction coefficients defined in eq. (21)Ý ª Öµ±µÞ ª Ö � È Ö ² ÖÈ ª ² ª Ý Ö ªµ±µÞ Ö ª and Ý ª Öµ ËÞ ª Ö � � È Ö ² ÖÈ ª ² ª ß Ö ªµ ËÞ Ö ª Ò
straightforward calculation leads to intrinsic fulfilment of the ambipolarity constraint of the radial particle fluxes, ì`í ´ ª Ó ª �î
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